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BACKGROUND
What do you get when you cross an experienced San Francisco creative and strategy agency with a rock star in destination marketing? The perfect fit to drive significant 
increases for Mendocino County Tourism Commission (MCTC).  

This unique approach is perfect for MCTC for several reasons. 1) TheorySF’s experienced teams are experts in research and product positioning and excel at 
discovering untapped potential or “orphan” equity 2) Our director of strategy was also a Vice President for Hilton Hotels Worldwide as well as consulted for the San 
Francisco Visitors and Convention Bureau. 3) We’ve also added an award-winning leader in destination marketing to our team for this assignment. What could this 
group research and devise? I bet it wouldn’t be the same old thing. Our experience in developing a travel site for millennials will prove to be very helpful in this 
assignment.  

TheorySF was founded on the principal that great work doesn’t need to be wrapped up in big agency bureaucracy and corresponding fees. TheorySF’s fast moving and 
nimble operation thrives under pressure.  We’ll design the perfect process and relationship together that takes into account the peculiarities of your world and ours. 

We’re experienced. We’ve been in the trenches. We know how to forecast and avoid a train wreck. We’re not scared of revisions, redirects and changes. We welcome 
it. Challenge us and we will deliver work that we will all be proud of. That’s a promise.  

Our senior teams have seen it all.   Working on brands like Apple, San Francisco Visitors and Convention Bureau, Yahoo Travel, XBOX, Sony, Rolling Stones, Real 
California Milk, Dr. Pepper, Walmart, just to name a few.  

We’re not too big and we’re not too small. We’re the perfect size. Our core team can handle quite a load of work.  

Let’s build something great together.  

Thank you for your consideration 





WHAT WE BELIEVE

OUR MISSION  

Our mission is to bring beautiful creative, deeply insightful messaging and an element of the unexpected to our client’s communications. Without all three, we believe that 
marketing communications, in this day and age, will fail.  

BEAUTIFUL CREATIVE  

In our ultra-competitive marketing world, our goal is to breakthrough standard advertising “noise” by introducing strategically smart and beautifully crafted creative that 
connects and affects. Humans have an instinctual desire for beauty in all its forms; from art to science and yes, even advertising.  

INSIGHTFUL MESSAGING  

Today, our audiences are besieged by advertising. Literally attacked. Everywhere they turn is messaging. In fact, the last stat we heard was that the average human sees 
more than 10,000 marketing messages per day (this is counting even the brand emblems on the cars you see in traffic). To counter this, the human brain developed a 
defense mechanism—“relevance.” The only way to make it through the brain’s relevance shield is to create communications that are, well, relevant. Relevant 
communications are possible when we understand the inner workings of our target audience’s minds. Their beliefs, attitudes and values as it relates to products and 
services. We strive to understand our audience segments before we engage in a creative exercise and often turn towards secondary market research and primary 
whenever possible. What they think matters deeply to us. How we answer the questions they didn’t know they had is priceless.  



WHAT WE BELIEVE

UNEXPECTED 

Let’s face it, advertising’s job is changing. From helping to cause a direct sale to helping to channel prospects to a web presence to explore more. How do we drive 
more visits to a destination web presence? By delivering an integrated brand experience that jumps out of the ordinary. Something special. Unique. And most 
importantly, unexpected. 

STORY “DOING”  

We believe that we’re in a new era in marketing. “Blast them with the fire hose of marketing” used to be the battle cry to gain sales in the 90s. And it was. And it 
worked. For awhile. As demographics of our targets have shifted, millenials entered the workplace and the marketing equation shifted. Now we must collaborate 
with them in our communications. Be allowed entry into their world, and that of their network’s. Which means we must transition from traditional “storytellers” into 
story “doers.”  

What is story doing?  

With the demise of mass media (and the interruptive marketing model that went with it), we are having to move on from the old-school model of agencies as 
storytellers. The things we learnd about positionings, propositions and messaging hierarchies are still valid but they are secondary. Now the most important thing for 
a brand isn’t communication, it’s engagement.  

Don’t take my word for it. Look at the winners at El Sol or Cannes. Virtually all the accolades went to ideas that could in no way be described as ads. From REI to 
Harvey Nichols, Vans to La Liga, McWhopper to Netflix, they were variously about staff engagement, social movement, acts of empowerment or pieces of drama.  

The storyteller is dead. Long live story doing.  



Red Bull Stratos 
generated more than 
40 million views when 
Felix Baumgartner 
jumped from that 
balloon. From REI to 
Harvey Nichols, Vans 
to La Liga, McWhopper 
to Netflix, they were 
variously about staff 
engagement, social 
movement, acts of 
empowerment or pieces 
of drama.  

STORY”DOING”



WHAT WE BELIEVE

CAREFUL ONBOARDING 

The last thing a new client needs is to hand hold the junior agency talent that has been assigned to their account. Shouldn’t it be the other way around? At 
TheorySF, we don’t believe in assigning more talent to an account until we understand the business better, the workload, the personalities and the 
expectations. As an experienced agency account manager, Russell will perform the account management role until we have enough history with Mendocino 
to guide us in deciding which account manager will be the right fit. 



TEAM LEADER

Who will service as the Mendocino County Tourism Commission’s main point of contact? 

RUSSELL QUINAN  

FOUNDER, ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT & STRATEGY 

Russell is a veteran account manager and marketing strategist in the advertising agency world having spent 22 years in traditional and interactive agencies 
managing global and emerging technology and consumer brands. Russell’s experience comes from working at some of the world’s finest agencies: McCann, Foote 
Cone & Belding, Publicis and Lowe SMS NY as well as being a founding Partner of SF Interactive. SF Interactive was the largest independently-owned interactive 
agency in the United States and widely regarded as the industry leader for online advertising. He has launched award-winning integrated advertising campaigns for 
numerous Fortune 500 brands including XBOX, Yahoo, Microsoft, Louis Vuitton Moet Hennessy, Levis, , Sun Microsystems, Java, AT&T, Sony, Loreal, Snapple and 
General Motors to name a few. As a Partner and Director of Strategy and Account Services for three premier ad agencies in San Francisco, his strategy experience 
runs deep with consumer luxury and technology brands.  



TEAMWORK

TODD MORITZ  
INTERACTIVE DESTINATION MARKETER 

Todd Moritz was partner and Chief Operating Officer at Substance, a highly regarded digital creative agency in Portland, OR with a focus on travel and 
tourism clients. Todd’s team created award-winning digital strategies and content driven websites for Travel Oregon, National Geographic Lodges, Visit 
Santa Barbara, Visit Buffalo Niagara, The Orego n Coast Visitors Association and many others. With 9 years of direct experience working with DMO and 
not-for-profit clients, Todd brings a unique perspective on what it takes to get “heads in beds” while fully understanding the unique business challenges that 
destinations face. Todd now joins TheorySF as a strategic partner and subject matter expert on travel and tourism related business. 



OUR EXPERIENCE

Rate your company’s experience and effectiveness in the following areas (1-5, with 1 being no experience and 5 
being expert). You may include a few lines in each for explanation.  

(5)  Creative Partnerships  
(5)  Destination marketing 
(5)  Non-profit Rebranding 
(5)  Digital, print and broadcast media 
(3)        Industry partners, including but not limited to CalTravel, Visit California, Destination Marketing Association        
(3)  Online portals, including TripAdvisor, Visit California, Gay Travel 
(5)  Photography & videography 
(5)  Website production 
(3)  Trade Media, including group travel, sports and meetings & events  



Travel for Millennials

Janbala Moments Follow me
to Amazing

How to Janbala
Nam libero libero, molestie at diam necca.

Travel with
Purpose

Ipsum Loren vassa lol bert kabala illo vil carda velerti
Proin vel porta felis, laoreet blandit turpis.

Catch a sunrise in Paris, France  $899 

Kiss an Alpaca in Peru  $1099 Dodge a duck at Disney World  $1099

Make a new friend in Tibet  $2222

Take a dip in Costa Rica  $788
Find out how can make a difference
in the Amazon  $1288

Enjoy the little things in Cape Cod  $788

 - AARTI KHURANA

We are the first

Where are we going today?

Scottsdale, AZ Depart Return 4 Guests Let’s Go!

Travel Enlightened

Meet an
Elephant
in Africa.
Aliquam velit urna, dapibus vitae libero.

JANBALA MOMENT #103

Flights           Hotels           Let’s Do More Together           Support           Log In

New York - NY- New Jersey             Thurday, 16 Jan     >    Saturday, 19 Jan            1 Room            5 Guest CHANGE

Show more results





DESTINATION MARKETING





TRANSFORMING TECH TO HUMAN



BREATHING NEW LIFE



CONNECTING







OUR STANDARD PROCESS

PHASE 1:  LEARN 

The purpose of this phase is to learn as much as possible about the MCTC offering, your vision, target audiences wants, needs and desires, competition 

and current trends. Focus would be on competitive positioning as well as the thoughts and feelings of our target audiences and potentially media, We’ll 

also turn to any client-supplied secondary market research to help inform our efforts. There are many variables to understand. Once we have all the facts 

on the table and we’re confident in our assessment, we’ll move to the next stage. 

Activities include: 

2. Review any client supplied research materials or online “freesearch” information. 

3. Perform creative asset audit 

4. Perform key stakeholder interviews internal/external (up to 10) 

a. Attempt interviews with media 

5. Key competitor review and audit 



OUR PROCESS
PHASE 2:  STRATEGIZE & PLAN 

The purpose of this stage is to develop the strategic brand positioning and creative big idea. It’s here that we will develop a positioning and brand 

strategy for MCTC. Who are we? What are our brand building blocks? Who are we talking to? What do we need to say? How do we position our 

benefits so that it provides maximum brand impact? How do we really get “butts in beds?” 

We’ll know the answers to these questions and more after this phase. 

Activities include: 

1. Development of brand positioning 
2. Development of creative brief 

3. Develop the big “brand idea” 

4. Develop key messaging alternatives by segment 

Deliverables include: 
1. Brand positioning 

2. Master brand strategy 

3. Brand creative “Big Idea” 

4. Key messaging options by segment 



OUR PROCESS

PHASE 3:  CREATE  

In this phase, we will use the approved documentation from the previous phases and begin a brand identity creative exploratory with multiple 
brand designers. We will leave no stone unturned in exploring the proper brand expression. It must be perfect.  We’ll develop numerous creative 
options (3-5) along a continuum of softer through more aggressive alternatives. Based on your feedback, and or testing,  we will revise one 
direction up to 3 revisions to get it to final and approved. Once the creative direction is set in stone, we will develop a Brand Style Guide that 
will enable TheorySF or your team to implement branding on all communications.  



OUR PROCESS

 . PHASE 4: LAUNCH & OPTIMIZE  
Our advertising/marketing tactics will be driven by an approved media plan. The plan will outline actual creative elements that will need to be developed for 
launch (print/TV/online/social/outdoor, etc...). This plan will be approved by you in advance of our production work. There will be no surprises. Part of the 
job is to also assess the impact of communications and fine tune them.  

     Analytics. 
 

Our communications will stimulate the marketplace. We definitely want to understand what works and what doesn’t from the perspective of ROI. We will 
recommend either a basic analytics system (Google Analytics) or something more advanced depending on the outcome of our kick off meeting and your 
desire to understand every element.  

 
Regardless of system selected, we would engage in numerous multivariate tests to ensure that each creative element is working as hard as it possible can. 
When we launched Alibaba in the United States, we spent most of our time in optimization. It’s amazing what a few tweaks to messaging, media and 
creative can accomplish.  



BRINGING TEAMS TOGETHER

Our team has significant experience of bringing disparate groups together. 

As the SVP, global leader on the XBOX account for McCann Erickson, Russell was responsible for managing XBOX marketing 
and partners in 39 countries. As you can imagine, competing interests, cultural differences, personality differences, business 
objective differences, language differences and political issues were always on the table. At the same time, numerous global 
business partners needed to be brought into alignment. Russell was tasked with ensuring all XBOX resources were brought into 
the fold, had a clear purpose, marching orders and swim lanes. 

Russell has developed an honest, diplomatic, team-building approach to collaboration and management. 



We know the we can make a positive impact on the MCTC. Our experience finding the right connective tissue between brands 
and audience segments, creative that moves the needle, and team strength gives us a strong chance at a home run! 

Batter up!



Thank you for your 
consideration!


